Somers Town Neighbourhood Plan
2016 – 2026

A note on terminology
Wherever Policies refer to ‘local’, they refer to the Neighbourhood / people living in, businesses and organisations
operating in the Neighbourhood.
The Neighbourhood or area refers to Somers Town, as defined in this document.
Local and residents refers to Somers Town locals or residents.
The or this ‘Plan’ refers to the Somers Town Neighbourhood Plan.
The Forum refers to the Somers Town Neighbourhood Forum.
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SOMERS TOWN NEIGHBOURHOOD BOUNDARY
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1. VISION AND AIM OF THE PLAN
1.1.

The Forum sees the Neighbourhood Plan as an important opportunity for the
existing community to help themselves out of disadvantage through access to
genuinely affordable housing, jobs and training, access to high quality health and
education, and the creation of a safe and attractive environment.

“We want a framework for SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT so the existing
Somers Town community can stay and get a slice of the action”1
i.

The Forum is committed by every means possible – for example through Section 106
Agreements / Community Infrastructure Levy and Open Book2 policies – to building
genuine partnerships with local residents, stakeholders and public and private sector
developers.

ii.

The Plan has been prepared, and will be delivered, with the support of Ward
Councillors, and the assistance of Local Planning Officers. A number of projects have
been identified during its preparation.

iii.

Implementation of projects is essential to Plan delivery and monitoring. Temporary use
of land and buildings are a major opportunity so no building or space is left empty.
1.2.

i.
ii.
iii.

iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

The aim of the Plan is to guide development based on the following objectives:

To recognise that growth and renewal is about people as well as place.
To use projects and recommendations included in the Plan to provide community
indicators of appropriate development.
In line with Camden’s adopted policy CS4, to accept reasonable and considerate
economic and housing growth and development in Somers Town, both on sites
identified in Camden’s Local Development Framework (LDF) and elsewhere within
the Neighbourhood.
To take every opportunity to capitalise on growth in the Euston and King’s Cross
Growth Areas, to the benefit of the existing Somers Town community.
To use, as described in the Plan, collaborative and new approaches (between
developers and community) to develop land and buildings in Somers Town.
To encourage an Open Book approach to be adopted on all major new
development in the Neighbourhood.
To ensure resources available to promote, implement, monitor and modify this
Plan include access to independent technical aid particularly commercial

1

Most popular option at planning workshop, Regent High School, 23.03.2013.
Open Book means that the public should be able to see and understand the finances involved in building
development in order to engage meaningfully in consultation. An Open Book policy is particularly important where
publicly owned assets are involved.
2
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viii.

valuation, town planning and affordable3 housing, local green space, planning gain
or similar expertise.
Recognition that the Plan incorporates a major culture shift. For the urgent
purpose of rebuilding a primary school, it accepts the reality of public sector
provision through the reasonable realisation of public assets to bridge a critical
funding gap. Thereafter, new growth policies, management and delivery may be
required, for example in the provision of housing at low rents for local households
on low incomes.

2. INTRODUCTION
2.1.

The Somers Town Neighbourhood Plan has been developed by the Somers Town
Neighbourhood Forum according to the provisions in the Localism Act 2012. The
Plan provides the first level of the Local Planning Framework for the area marked
on page 2.

REGIONAL CONTEXT (Plan 1).

3

Affordable in relation to income not the housing market.
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Somers town Neighbourhood: Regional context (Plan 1).

2.1.1. Somers Town is one of a series of neighbourhoods alternating between major Growth
Areas along the inner city ring road between inner and central London, as Plan 1
indicates. Its critical location at the interface of inner London and the central business
district accounts for much of the drama at the heart of this Neighbourhood Plan.

2.1.2. London is a special case. It has by far the highest land and rental values in the country.
As the central business district expands, the adjoining inner city areas change through
investment, speculation and gentrification. This results in dramatic changes in land use
and population in the traditionally low-rent areas of unskilled or basic employment and
immigrants. This is already happening in Shoreditch, Spitalfields and Bermondsey
between the new places on Plan 1. In Elephant and Castle, large housing estates are
being demolished to make way for an expensive new residential quarter. There is a
grave risk there will be no place left for nurses, teachers, car mechanics and other
necessary workers who own no land or buildings.

2.1.3. A Gold Belt to match the Green Belt: advantage imported and disadvantage exported.
This can seem attractive to Local Authorities, who are statutorily required to provide
services to their population, but may not have the budget to do so. Their assets, land
and buildings will have increased in value. The temptation for private and public sector
landlords to realise this value will be irresistible. Moreover with the arrival of a healthy,
fully employed, well-educated population, both the budgetary and the regeneration
record of such authorities will improve and private sector investment secured from
around the world. A problem is not resolved by simply exporting it elsewhere. LB
Newham was recently canvassing counterpart authorities in Lancashire and the West
Midlands along these lines.
2.1.4. London is already showing alarming signs of imbalance. The vision for the Somers
Town Neighbourhood Plan does not accept this as inevitable. The Somers Town
Neighbourhood Forum wants a different approach to inner city regeneration and to
open up an overdue London-wide debate on this.

6

LOCAL CONTEXT (Plan 2).
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2.2.

Somers Town Neighbourhood: Local planning context (Plan 2).

2.2.1. Somers Town is an obvious geographical neighbourhood clearly defined on 3 of its 4
sides by major road and rail infrastructure, as Plan 2 indicates.

2.2.2. To the west the Euston Growth Area (national and metropolitan transport hub, likely to

be doubled in capacity, should the proposed HS2 high speed national railway / station
go ahead 2016–2033). Directly linked to this hub is a major property development,
defined by Terry Farrell as Regent’s Place / Euston Circus, plus, if Sir David Higgins
(HS2 CEO) is followed, private capital used to redevelop Euston Station in a farreaching plan including homes, shops and business premises (The Times 17.03.2014).

2.2.3. The northern boundary is defined by the St Pancras Gardens, Oakley Square and the

Ampthill Estate. To the east the Kings Cross Growth Area (international, national and
metropolitan transport hub plus associated property development: Kings Cross
Central). This is already well under way and includes major office, residential and other
development (e.g. University of the Arts) of extensive railway lands to the north of and
between the railway termini.

2.2.4. The southern boundary, Euston Road, is part of the inner city ring road (A 501). The
Central Activity Zone of London extends across the Euston Road into south Somers
Town (with an additional spur along Brill Place between Ossulston Street and Midland
Road). Plan 2 also shows the western boundary of the Euston Area Plan (EAP) within
Somers Town. Both West Somers Town and the Ampthill Estate are included within the
EAP. The EAP was adopted in January 2015 by LB Camden to guide development in
the Growth Area. It is fundamentally linked to the future of the HS2 Project, which in
turn is linked to Crossrail 2.

2.2.5. Plan 2 also shows the boundary of the current phase of the Community Investment
Programme (CIP) proposals in central Somers Town. CIP is a LB Camden programme
to improve and transform services by realising assets, and thus bridging a critical
funding gap. It originally focused on the need to rebuild Edith Neville Primary School,
using publicly owned open space for housing development.

2.2.6. Revised CIP proposals include the rebuilding of Plot 10 and St Aloysius Nursery School,
a new community hall and improved play facilities at a Community Hub between
Polygon Road and Regent High School, plus improved park and over 100 new housing
units. Proceeds from a market component, partly in Purchese Street Open Space,
would bridge the critical funding gap. This component comprises a tower block at the
Brill Place pedestrian entrance to the park and Cooper’s Lane Estate, together with
demolition of that estate’s tenant hall and community garden, to be replaced by two
new 6 to 8 storey blocks in the park.
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2.2.7. The Neighbourhood Plan has incorporated local knowledge, and local views on the CIP
into a cheaper and better solution. The Plan does not accept a 25-storey tower or the
demolition of Coopers Lane Tenants Hall and Community Garden (Appendix 8).

2.2.8. The Forum supports, as a CIP first Phase, rebuilding Edith Neville Primary School

(ENPS) and Plot 10 on existing sites. The rebuilding of ENPS could be funded by
housing development on land released from and within the school site, which could
allow for selective upward expansion of classroom floor space.

2.2.9. An Open Book approach has been requested of the promoter/developer. Once this has
been secured and independently assessed by a qualified commercial valuer, further
development will be considered only if that housing is needed to fund these priority
projects.

2.2.10. St Aloysius Infants is in need of a new school building, and the nursery should be colocated with the main school so that children can benefit from a fully integrated
Foundation Stage education.

2.2.11. A community-based Living Centre is due to open in the Francis Crick Institute in 2016.
2.2.12. The Neighbourhood is a composite of individual estates. Residents are loyal to their
own estate and facilities there, such as tenants halls, play space and community
gardens. These represent valuable social and cultural capital. For many in Somers
Town used to public funding of public services, the CIP is a controversial concept.
Consequently, we recommend imaginative approaches to delivery of the entire
Programme (e.g. regeneration of Ossulston and Godwin and Crowndale Estates).

2.3.

i.

Why does Somers Town need a Neighbourhood Plan?

To alert and engage the local community in national / regional / local planning and
development opportunities and threats.

ii.

To include local knowledge and aspirations in planning processes at local and regional
level.

iii.

To build local capacity in planning, implementation, management, and even delivery of
Neighbourhood renewal and development.

iv.

To guide future new development / growth in the Neighbourhood.
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v.

To identify local projects which have arisen through and can be secured by the planning
process.

vi.

To facilitate and improve co-ordination of public, private, and voluntary and community
sector development / service delivery at Neighbourhood level (added value).

vii.

To support the Neighbourhood Forum as a credible stakeholder and contributor to
sustainable economic, community and other development in Somers Town.

viii.

To contribute to a review of the conventional definition of regeneration in an inner
London context of land ownership and high land and rental values.

ix.

To explore new growth policy options and delivery vehicles such as Community Land
Trusts and social enterprises.

x.

To ensure accountability and value for money in an age when public services are paid
for by selling off publicly owned assets, such as open space i.e. an Open Book policy.

xi.

To help minimise the environmental, traffic and other costs, and maximise the few
benefits to the community should HS2 and CR2 go ahead.

2.4.

Who prepared the plan? Somers Town Neighbourhood Forum (STNF).
Documentation approved by London Borough of Camden May 2013 for STNF to
prepare a Neighbourhood Plan included Forum and Boundary applications
(Appendix 2); Constitution (Appendix 3); Structure of Forum (Appendix 4) and
expert support and advice. It is a Voluntary and Community Sector led initiative.
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2.5.

How the Plan was prepared. The Neighbourhood Forum has developed the plan
through engaging the community in activities. Open meetings are held monthly,
and working groups also meet regularly to develop projects and increase
involvement. All the working groups involve a mix of participants, including local
residents, the British Library, St Pancras station, the Francis Crick Institute, the
police, schools, faith groups, housing providers, small businesses, voluntary and
community sector groups. Thus the Forum benefits from a wide range of local
knowledge and expertise.

2.5.1. Activities have included planning for real type events and walkabouts to explore
planning priorities and involve new members. Targeted outreach work took place with
local mosque trustees and congregation, and a stall at the local market carried out
surveys and promoted the project.

2.5.2. Working groups have also pursued initiatives identified by local people complementary
to a statutory neighbourhood plan. For example, Neighbourhood Watch Schemes,
developing local enterprises and creating connections between unemployed local
people and opportunities. The latter has culminated in the new Job Hub.

2.5.3. Young people set up their own Youth Forum to work with the Neighbourhood Forum
and used film to highlight their perspectives. They also set up the Community Counts
project with the BEET4 Working Group.

2.5.4. The Forum has worked closely with neighbouring Forums and communities to develop
its Neighbourhood Plan and will continue to collaborate over areas of mutual interest.
See Appendix 3. Timeline and bibliography and Appendix 6 Participating organisations
and groups since 2011.
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2.6.

Scope of the Plan. The Plan is designed to meet the Basic Conditions, as set out
in legislation of 1990 and 2004.

2.7.

Environmental Assessment. In terms of sustainable development of the existing
community, we envisage modest, phased, growth. As such we consider that a
Strategic Environmental Assessment of the Plan is not required. This has been
confirmed by LB Camden / SEA screening.

2.8.

Mapping. The Councils’ three Site Allocation Sites (Nos 5, 6, and 13) referred to in
this Plan, together with several of the sites proposed for Local Green Space
designation, are already included and mapped in Camden Council’s Local
Development Framework Policies Map.

Business, Employment, Education and Training.
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3. POLICIES
The following Policies have been set out having regard to the needs of the existing community,
and National, Regional and Camden’s Core Strategy Policies and objectives. The policies in
Camden’s Draft Local Plan have also been noted.
Identification of needs started with reference to the Camden Joint Strategic Needs Assessment
and has been refined by information gained over the 4-year Plan-making process set out
above.
The Plan contains a number of aspirations and recommendations. For the avoidance of doubt,
it is emphasised that these do not constitute or suggest agreement with Camden Council or
other relevant bodies to fund or act on them.

3.1. LOCAL ECONOMY AND EMPLOYMENT
3.1.1. The following plan policies are designed to deliver a sustainable Somers Town
community development. Camden’s Core Strategy Objectives relevant to local
economy and employment are to:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Ensure access to local shopping, community, leisure facilities and open space.
Tackle poverty, social exclusion and promote equal opportunities.
Encourage and accommodate sustainable economic growth and employment
opportunities.
Maximise the benefits of regeneration and development to promote sustainable
communities.

3.1.2. Given the socio-economic profile of the existing community, and the existing and

planned high/medium order retail development and employment opportunities within
the Euston and King’s Cross Growth Areas, policies will focus on:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Protecting existing jobs and employment sites.
The Council’s site allocation sites.
Development of the Neighbourhood Centre at Chalton Street.
Maximising employment and training opportunities arising from major development in
these Growth Areas.
The developing Job Hub at Somers Town Community Centre.
Temporary use of land and buildings.
Community assets in Somers Town such as business, commercial and employment
premises and sites.
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Neighbourhood economy.

3.1.3. Policy E1 addresses high unemployment compounded by other indicators of
deprivation by enabling opportunities for entry level training and employment of
different types, and protection of existing jobs and employment sites in the
Neighbourhood.

3.1.4. The policy seeks to create local employment opportunities via the CIP and other major
development opportunities by promoting construction contracts to local small
businesses and securing apprenticeships and work experience placements, ensuring
local people are equipped with the skills needed to move forward into employment.
Community participation is also encouraged in planning, design, implementation,
management in new retail and other employment opportunities.

Policy E1: Promoting a successful and inclusive Neighbourhood economy
Development will promote and protect sustainable local economic growth and
employment.
Developers will be required to:
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.
v.

Seek to retain existing jobs, and or provide new employment and
training.
Resist loss of employment space, unless better jobs and training for
local people are provided.
Provide accommodation, such as small spaces, incubators and
workshops for start-ups, small and medium sized enterprises, with
local connections.
Provide affordable or subsidised business space.
Provide new / improved facilities for shared office / meeting space.

3.1.5. The British Library anticipates that it will need to maximise the development of its St
Pancras site to accommodate its collection and readers on site. The British Library
should consider how to maximise development on the site to accommodate both its
future needs and those of the wider community. The British Library’s strategic role is to
fulfil the objectives laid down by Parliament. The Plan, through Policy E2, supports the
principles of Camden’s Local development Framework adopted Site Allocation 5.
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Policy E2: Land to the north of the British Library
We will expect that:
●

Land to the north of the British Library is safeguarded for future development that
will meet the longer term operational needs of the British Library and/or other
complementary central London uses appropriate for the Site, and which can
facilitate the development of the Knowledge Quarter.

● The design framework for new development at the Site should remain as set out
in Camden’s adopted Site Allocations Site 5 policy as this still remains relevant.
See Policy H1.
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CHALTON STREET NEIGBOURHOOD CENTRE (Plan 3).
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Neighbourhood Centre: Chalton Street (Plan 3).

3.1.6. Chalton Street is a defined Neighbourhood Centre. It is a place of employment,
shopping, leisure and services. It is well known for its multicultural market selling
affordable goods. A market stall can provide the first step in developing entrepreneurial
skills e.g. New Horizons stall in Chalton Street.

3.1.7. Policy E3 supports a balanced shopping and business environment to meet local need

for affordable and useful goods, but also to attract shoppers to increase viability of the
market and retail outlets. Much comment has been received about the need for access
to and affordable local shopping for residents.

Policy E3: Chalton Street Neighbourhood Centre
(Plan 3)
Development (including changes of use) should protect and enhance the character of the
Neighbourhood Centre and provide for a diverse range of shops, businesses, service and
economic activity.
We will expect development to:
i.
ii.

iii.

Support a mix of existing and new retail, service and business premises, to
enhance the character, vitality and viability of the Centre.
Ensure that existing or any additional food, drink, entertainment and other
such uses do not have a harmful environmental impact on residents or
users of the Centre, or the character and viability of the Centre as a whole.
This includes anti-social behaviour, unacceptable levels of noise and
littering.
Keep new development to a scale and character appropriate to the existing
Neighbourhood Centre.

CHALTON STREET MARKET
iv.

v.

Revitalise and extend the existing street market from Euston Road to
Phoenix Road. When assessing proposals for the refurbishment / extension
of the market, we will expect them to consider its existing character and
build on it to secure the future vitality and viability of the Centre as a whole.
In the event that the market has to be temporarily closed e.g. to enable
HS2 related utility works, to provide comparable temporary provision
nearby.
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3.1.8. Camden Council should prepare Design Guidance to help secure a comprehensive
environmental improvement plan and process, in partnership with the Neighbourhood
Forum and other relevant local interests to include:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Image, streetscape and shop fronts.
Pedestrian / vehicular movement.
Parking and servicing.
Amenity, including hard and soft landscaping.
Lighting and security.
Signage and information.
Storage.

3.1.9. Given the evolving nature of HS2, such Design Guidance should have regard to the
Euston Area Plan:

i.

ii.
iii.
iv.

Revitalisation should be done as a community-led joint venture in partnership with
market trades, LB Camden, the local business community, and other partners as
appropriate. A Neighbourhood Centre Manager could well be employed from the
outset. Good practice, such as at Lordship Lane and Queen’s Crescent, could assist
this process.
Revitalisation of retail starting with vacant premises.
Encourage low budget convenience retail outlets (A1).
Improvements to the public realm to enhance the look and distinctive character of the
Neighbourhood Centre.
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LOCAL EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES (Plan 4).
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Maximisation of local employment and training opportunities (Plan 4).

3.1.10. Policy E4 seeks to ensure that local residents benefit from developments, are involved
in managing the negative impacts on the Neighbourhood and can use the Growth Area
to create local opportunities. Growth within the EAP is currently linked to the future of
HS2.

3.1.11. Local consultation carried out by the Forum indicates profound local objection to HS2.
This is set out in the Petition currently before Parliament (Appendix 8). Despite this and
Camden Council’s objection to HS2, this project remains integral to national transport
planning policy.

3.1.12. Both the Ampthill Estate and West Somers Town lie within the Euston Growth Area.

Subject to current review of the HS2 project, within the lifetime of this Plan, HS2
satellite construction compounds and major utility works are proposed in both parts of
the Neighbourhood. The impact of HS2 construction upon Maria Fidelis Lower School
is such that it will have to be relocated to the existing Upper School site at Phoenix
Road. This will require extension onto the adjoining Camden’s Site Allocation Site 13
(Police Depot at Drummond Crescent) to create a consolidated school site. In view of
the current safeguarding, and their existing character, there is limited capacity for any
additional development in either of these parts of the Neighbourhood.

Policy E4: Maximising local benefits from HS2 / growth in Euston Growth Area
Without prejudice, and subject to genuine issues of confidentiality, developers will be
expected to:
i.
Adopt an Open Book approach to substantiate their proposals in both West
Somers Town and the Ampthill Estate.
ii.
The Forum supports maximising benefits from development of Camden’s
Site Allocation Site 13 and consolidation of Maria Fidelis Upper and Lower
Schools. For example:
- Closure of footpath from Drummond Crescent to rear of 42 Phoenix
Road and incorporation into School consolidation site.
- Consolidation of St Aloysius Primary and Nursery Schools (Policy H2).

3.1.13. HS2 and CR2 should treat Somers Town Neighbourhood Forum as a Stakeholder of
material significance in any future HS2 development. STNF will develop a close working
partnership with LB Camden, the promoters of HS2, CR2, their contractors and subcontractors, to ensure informed and detailed local knowledge and feedback into the
preparation, management and delivery of:

i.
ii.

Code of Construction Practice
Local Traffic and Environmental Management Plans.
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3.1.14. Developers should make sure that Somers Town residents are adequately trained to
compete on an equal basis for future construction and other employment opportunities
as and when they arise, through the use of employment initiatives such as the Job Hub
and as set out in Camden Planning Guidance (CPG8).
3.1.15. Developers should engage community participation as in Policy E1.

3.1.16. HS2 and CR2 should consider the strong opposition to the proposed significant
increase in vehicles on Polygon Road and Chalton Street over the 10-year proposed
HS2 construction period and in relation to CR2 developments.
Access to local facilities and opportunities.

3.1.17. Low levels of internet access and use, and ill health hinder communications and the

ability to make the most of opportunities. Policy E5 addresses these accessibility issues
in the Neighbourhood.

Policy E5: Information Boards showing local facilities, activities and services
In support of the Job Hub and other Neighbourhood projects:
Applications for the provision of Community Information Boards will be supported, e.g. at
Chalton Street, Local Green Spaces, and on routes to and from local schools.

3.1.18. Without prejudice, public and private sector developers will be encouraged to help fund
and take action to sustain and develop the Job Hub, in conjunction with the BEET
Working Group and its partner organisations, throughout the whole of the Plan period
to 2026.

3.2. MEANWHILE USE
3.2.1. Meanwhile Uses are temporary uses recognised by special Meanwhile Leases designed
by Department of Communities and Local Government to encourage occupation of
empty space whilst protecting landlords.

3.2.2. Meanwhile Use is an integral part of the Neighbourhood Plan. There are land and
buildings within the Neighbourhood suitable for a variety of temporary uses, such as
pop up shops and advice / information points to sports and gardening activities.
Advertising hoardings which can generate income and be used for community benefit
may also be considered.
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3.2.3. A number of sites have already been suggested in community planning workshops:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Police Vehicle Depot, Drummond Crescent.
Convent and adjoining land and buildings, Chalton Street / Phoenix Road.
Vacant premises on Eversholt Street and Chalton Street.
St Pancras Hospital.

3.2.4. Policy MU1 seeks to avoid blight and economic decline in the Neighbourhood by
treating unused land and buildings as opportunities for temporary development and
relocation of amenities displaced by construction and safeguarding for national
infrastructure projects (HS2, CR2). Meanwhile Uses have been used effectively to avoid
high street decline in neighbouring Camden Town and are relevant to Camden HS2
Business Mitigation Working Group objectives.

Policy MU1: Meanwhile Uses
Where viable and subject to no loss of visual or residential amenity or community safety
this Plan supports Meanwhile Uses on land and in buildings and parts of buildings left
empty which:
●
●
●
●
●

Provide opportunity for residents in the neighbourhood to build basic employment
skills, and learn new skills.
Provide opportunity for residents to play, garden and relax outdoors.
Improve appearance of vacant premises.
Alleviate environmental impact of construction.
Address anti-social repercussions of leaving land and buildings vacant.

21

3.3 MOVEMENT

MOVEMENT (Plan 5).
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3.2.5. The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to influence and assist transport planners and
developers at national, regional and local level. Policy M1 is designed to embed serious
consideration, by developers, for the residential character of Somers Town in the face of
national rail projects and servicing and connecting new building developments.
Policy M1: Guiding movement/transport planning principles
Developers will be expected to:
i.

Locate new development which generates significant amounts of vehicular
movement on sites providing direct and sole access to and from the surrounding
primary road network.

Protect and enhance the safety, convenience and amenity of residents, schoolchildren
and other local interests through:
ii.
Minimum car parking provision in accordance with Camden’s car parking
standards providing spaces only for disabled people and essential
servicing/business needs.
iii.
Locating these parking spaces on the major east/west and north/south
pedestrian networks.

3.2.5. The Neighbourhood is bounded by primary roads such as Euston Rd (A501), Eversholt
Street (A4200), and Crowndale Road/Pancras Road/Midland Road (A5202). In
consultations, locals had concerns about cyclists speeding through residential roads
and near local schools and facilities.

3.2.6. The Plan supports the following developments and use of the primary road and cycle
network:

i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

St Pancras Square development related pedestrian and cycle improvements,
including new pedestrian crossings at Pancras Road / Midland Road junction and
fully segregated cycle way and footpath widening on Midland Road.
Improved pedestrian crossing of Pancras Road to St Pancras Gardens.
Central London Cycle grid on segregated cycle routes within the primary road
network.
Continued use by through traffic of the primary road network around Somers Town.
20 mph speed limit to be retained within the Neighbourhood.

3.2.7. Policy M2 addresses the issue of orientation and pedestrian and cycle traffic cutting

through residential courtyards. A clear pedestrian network, using bold signage and way
marking by design will help. It provides a framework for future Community Infrastructure
Levy (CIL) and other investment in the Neighbourhood.
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Policy M2: Pedestrian and cycle routes through Somers Town (Plan 5)
In the interests of pedestrian / cycle safety, residential amenity and the revitalisation of
Chalton Street, east-west routes should be well designed, and clearly defined along the
lines set out on Plan 5.
1. Channel east-west cycle and pedestrian movement between King’s Cross / St
Pancras and Euston, and vice versa, and differentiate from other routes by:
i.
Clear and distinctive directional signage
ii.
Colour scheme / art works
iii.
Hard and soft landscaping (e.g. trees)
iv.
Street furniture, including seating and lighting.
v.
Safe pedestrian crossings at Phoenix Road / Ossulston Street and Phoenix Road /
Chalton Street allowing for easy and safe crossing especially for those with
mobility difficulties.
vi.
Improve pedestrian environment at Churchway Alley with lighting, paving, clearer
way marking.
2. Differentiate North-south movement through streetscape measures such as:
i.
Clear and distinctive directional signage.
ii.
Colour coding as appropriate.
iii.
Hard and soft landscaping (e.g. paving, trees).
iv.
Street furniture, including seating and lighting.
v.
Improve lighting, paving, planting and signage at pedestrian route from Chalton
Street to Oakley Square and between Charrington Street and Ossulston Street.
3. Distinctive pedestrian route (possible heritage trail project) across the
Neighbourhood from Doric Way to Pancras Gardens, towards the canal and Camley
Street.

3.2.8. The Plan supports collaborating with residents, businesses and local community
facilities nearby to take through pedestrian / cycle movement from northern (Midland
Road) exit / entry into St Pancras CTRL / King’s Cross concourses to proposed
Eversholt Street exit / entry into the HS2 Euston concourse as follows:

i.

Direct pedestrians and cyclists along a route incorporating the new route directly south
of the Crick via signs. At its junction with Ossulston Street, direct pedestrians and
cyclists along the eastern side of Ossulston Street, south to the British Library, or north
to the improved junction with Phoenix Road (see above) and along Phoenix Road to
Eversholt Street and Euston Station. An alternative could direct pedestrians from
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Phoenix Road, south along Chalton Street, to Churchway Alley, Doric Way and Euston
Station.
ii.

Mark entrances to Ossulston Estate courtyards, on both Chalton Street and Ossulston
Street, with signs to read: “No cycling. This is a residential area, please respect our
amenities.” Illuminate all signs at night. Retain the barrier to vehicular movement
between Phoenix Road and Brill Place.
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3.3. HOUSING AND BUILDING
3.3.1. The following Policies and recommendations are drawn from key messages from the
Residents Housing and Open Space Survey (Appendix 7).

3.3.2. HOUSING DEVELOPMENT (Plan 6).
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New housing development.

3.3.3. Policy H1 addresses the lack of space for new housing in the Neighbourhood. The Plan
proposes dwellings suitable for older people and as first homes for young people. This
policy supports community sustainability and stability. It aims to reduce overcrowding
in existing households, but does not reduce the amount green and open recreation
space in the area.
Policy H1: New housing development
Potential sites:
i.
Component in mixed-use development of Camden Council’s Site Allocation Site
13 (See Policy H2).
ii.
On Camden’s Site Allocation Site 5, where there is surplus land, not required by
the British Library, housing may form part of a mixed-use scheme.
iii.
Component in conversion of St Pancras Hospital buildings on Crowndale Road
(Camden’s Site Allocation Site 6).
iv.
Community Investment Programme (CIP): housing sufficient to support the cost of
rebuilding Edith Neville Primary School (stated to be £8 million) and Plot 10.
The Neighbourhood Plan would support the following:
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.
v.

Operational land released by Local Education Authority from Edith Neville
Primary School to continue the existing 4-storey terraced housing fronting
onto Charrington Street, southwards to Polygon Road. To have matching
elevational treatment and be single aspect with all habitable rooms facing
westwards. Allow for a new pedestrian entrance / exit from the enhanced
pedestrian area between Charrington and Ossulston Streets.
Any additional housing required should be selectively located above the new
school building, so as not to prejudice future upward expansion of
classrooms. This housing should also maximise orientation and security at
new school entrance on Purchese Street.
Build on good design, layout and management practice drawn from nearby St
Mary and St Pancras, and King’s Cross Academy.
No mature trees to be destroyed.
Retain historic red brick wall at Purchese Street.
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3.3.4. Policy H2 maximises opportunity for housing by including a housing component in
other developments e.g. schools. School development needs to avoid negative impacts
on its neighbours and to maintain a safe environment for school children and residents.

Policy H2: Police Vehicle Depot site Drummond Crescent
Current proposals for HS2 require this site to contribute to the relocation of Maria Fidelis
Lower School, next to the existing Upper School on Phoenix Road, thereby consolidating
the School on a single site.
The Neighbourhood Plan would support the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

Avoid any significant loss of existing built frontage to Phoenix Road.
Avoid a main student entrance / exit being formed onto Drummond Crescent.
Include an element of affordable housing above the school and / or on other
parts of the site. Include rebuilt St Aloysius Nursery School with direct access
to existing St Aloysius Primary School site.
Incorporate land released by closure of footpath immediately to the east.

New development should respect the scale and character of adjoining buildings.

3.3.5. The Plan encourages collaborative preparation, with adjoining residents (e.g. St Joseph
Flats, Polygon Estate, and Oakshott Court) and other local interests, of development
Master Plan and detailed design.
Quality design and build.

3.3.6. Policy H3 recognises that Somers Town is a composite mosaic of individual housing
cells / estates. Remarkably, virtually every form of social housing design and layout
found in the UK is represented in this one Neighbourhood.

3.3.7. There are the distinctive courtyard designs of the Ossulston and St Pancras Housing

(now Origin HA) estates, and the chevron plans of the Polygon Estate, the semiRadburn layout of Cooper’s Lane, the modernist courtyards of Mayford and Churchway
as well as high-rise towers of the Ampthill Estate.

Policy H3: New building development
New building development in Somers Town must:
i.
ii.

Be of high quality design and build in accordance with Camden’s adopted policies
CS14 and DP24.
Preserve the existing building heights, layout and where possible enhance the
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iii.

iv.

v.

unique character of the Neighbourhood and the individual estates.
Respect the health and amenities of existing adjoining residents e.g. avoid
increase in noise, light pollution, overshadowing, loss of privacy and security,
and not result in loss of existing resident car parking.
Incorporate disabled access measures throughout construction as well as for
finished buildings and infrastructure.
Incorporate locally specific climate change mitigation measures that do not
exacerbate poor air quality.

3.3.8. The appropriate scale of buildings will be subject to a rigorous assessment of their
design quality and impact on the townscape and environmental quality.

Housing affordability and sustainable community development.

3.3.9. Policy H4 addresses the shortage of housing affordable for people on local average
income who are particularly vulnerable to the negative impacts of related social
polarisation and inequality (Plan 1). The policy also considers the Neighbourhood is an
area of more limited growth in Camden’s Local Development Framework.

Policy H4: Social rented housing / sustainable community development
New building development in Somers Town must:
Affordability
i.
Use residential value to fund affordable homes within Somers Town.
ii.
Market rented provision to subsidise sub market rented within Somers Town.
Sustainable community
iii.
Prioritise new one and two bed units, e.g. opportunities for young people and
downsizing by elderly residents.

3.3.10. The Plan supports innovative approaches to housing delivery including:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

All new housing to be built and occupied as a home and not as an investment.
The use of Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) to deliver homes e.g. Local Authority /
Community Land Trust or equity stake in private development.
Tying the rent and transfer costs of affordable housing to the average household
income in this Neighbourhood.
Housing development to be subject to an agreement that it remains as affordable
housing for people with a local connection in perpetuity.
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v.

vi.
vii.

viii.

Allocation should prioritise existing young people - sons and daughters, concealed
households and the elderly in the Neighbourhood, who wish to stay, look after each
other, and, in so doing, reduce pressure on health and social care services, use local
schools, shops, etc. and thus secure a sustainable community development.
The use of planning gain receipts to fund acquisition of existing private stock to provide
social rented homes, given the limited development sites within the Neighbourhood.
Investigating potential for policies on affordable housing where developers pay less for
publicly owned sites.
The price discounted to allow building 50% genuinely affordable housing on them.

Student accommodation

3.3.11. The Neighbourhood already has a significant student population. Such a population is
transient and potentially has little to contribute to a sustainable community
development. Nevertheless, students do support local shops, arts and cultural activity.
They are also more likely to support the overall vision underlying this Plan, than
purchasers of new market housing in the Neighbourhood.

3.3.12. Potential inclusion of an element of floor space at ground floor level for community
benefit might well have educational value and serve to better integrate the student
population into their surroundings.

Policy H5: Student accommodation
Where appropriate, new student accommodation should include ground floor space
given over to activities of local community benefit, such as legal and other assistance,
training and employment, arts and cultural development.

3.4. ENVIRONMENT, GREEN SPACE AND AIR QUALITY
Local Green Space designation.

3.4.1. The NPPF states as a core planning principle, that planning should contribute to
conserving and enhancing the natural environment and reducing pollution. It also states
the allocations of land for development should prefer land of lesser value.

3.4.2. Green spaces are highly valued by those who live, work in, and visit the
Neighbourhood. The NPPF (76) states that local communities, through local and
neighbourhood plans, should be able to identify for special protection, green areas of
particular importance to them. By designating land as Local Green Space, local
communities will be able to rule out new development other than in very special
circumstances.
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3.4.3. In a Neighbourhood characterised by relative poverty and ill health, green sites are
essential, giving space for exercise, relaxation and the appreciation of nature. They
have environmental value, are local in character, are close for the community and also
benefit the biodiversity of the area. Therefore, they fulfil the requirements set out in para
77 of the NPPF. This Plan uses the additional protection in the NPPF to designate these
sites as Local Green Space.

3.4.4. Policy ENV1 secures the limited green spaces in the Neighbourhood for improvement
and development to maximise their distinct recreational, heritage and environmental
benefits to community health and well-being.

3.4.5. Unlike much of Somers Town the green spaces itemised in Policy ENV1 are not laid out

around an inner courtyard. It is essential they receive the special protection Local Green
Space designation affords. The first six (a-f) are all mapped on Camden’s Local
Development Framework Policies Map and included in the Open Space Schedule. See
Plan 7 below for the remaining spaces (g-i). All meet the Local Green Space criteria.
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LOCAL GREEN SPACES (Plan 7).
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Policy ENV 1: Local Green Space (Plan 7).
The sites (a-i) are designated as Local Green Space:
a. St Pancras Gardens: A Site of Nature Conservation importance, it lies within the King’s
Cross Conservation Area, linking the Neighbourhood to the Regent’s Canal and King’s Cross
Central. As it includes the church and burial ground and a number of Grade 1, 2* and 2 Listed
buildings and structures, it has historic significance. It is a significant amenity of wildlife value,
beauty and relative tranquility.
b. Polygon Road open space, including Plot 10: An accessible central community hub
between the two main north-south routes. Next to Regent High School to the north and
Chalton Street market to the south. An intensively used community space, it has a rich mix of
safe and attractive recreational activities, such as the outdoor gym and the education, play and
development facilities for children of pre-school up to 12/13 years of age at Plot 10.
c. Purchese Street open space, including Cooper’s Lane TRA Community Garden: A
peaceful area of wooded grassland, minutes from St Pancras International Station. Designed
particularly to provide amenity to the adjoining Cooper’s Lane Estate, Purchese Street Open
Space has many beautiful mature and semi-mature trees, a children’s play area, a hard court
for ball games and a designated dog exercise area. Part of the Victorian goods yard wall forms
the eastern border of the park. Cooper’s Lane TRA Community Garden was planted in the
early 21st century for the benefit of the residents of Cooper’s Lane Estate. The eastern half of
the garden is given over to flowering shrubs and trees; the western half is a productive garden
with small allotments maintained by members of the community.
d. Oakley Square: Named after Oakley House, seat of owner the Duke of Bedford. It was laid
out c.1845, with terraces that survive only on its northern side. The well-planted garden had
serpentine paths, 2 circular areas at either end of a central path running north-east to southwest, and was originally for the use of the Duke, his heirs and assigns, and those living in the
square. Now open to the public. It was re-landscaped in 1953 to commemorate the coronation
of Queen Elizabeth II.
e. Goldington Crescent: The Gardens are an oval area enclosed by railings, with grass and
tall mature trees, bisected by a serpentine path. The terrace of Nos. 5-12 Goldington Crescent
was built c.1849-50 and the land was owned by the Duke of Bedford and a Mr A. Wilkinson,
each of whom owned half the houses of the Crescent. The gardens were provided for use of
the occupants of surrounding houses, who bore the maintenance costs, but are now publicly
accessible. A late 19th-century double cattle trough presented by the Metropolitan Cattle
Trough and Drinking Fountain Association is situated to the north of the gardens. A new
sculptural commission by Robert Worley, ARBS, was installed in the gardens in 2010.
f. Ampthill Square: Ampthill Estate is surrounded by national rail lines and busy main roads. It
is built on the site of Ampthill Square, a garden square laid out in 1800 as a development of
terraced houses around a crescent-shaped garden. Crossed by railway tracks from Euston by
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the end of the 19th century, in 1912 part of the land and houses were purchased by the
London Midland and Scottish Railway Company. The garden was then divided into two
enclosures, one maintained for local residents of the square. Little remains of the original
square today and the re-landscaped area is now overlooked by 20th-century tower blocks,
although some mature trees from the earlier landscaping survive. A £19 million scheme of
estate regeneration has provided valuable active and passive recreational areas.
g. Polygon Estate Green Space: Described in Building Design 1978 as remarkably successful
chevron planning, the 114 dwellings are arranged in three chevrons, one above the other. The
deliberate reservation of green space in the south west quarter of the estate has allowed clarity
of form while allowing practically every living room to face the sun for most of the day.
h. Churchway Estate Adventure Playground and adjoining green space: Virtually the only
available safe play space and green amenity available in the area, with a well-equipped
Adventure Playground.
i. Goldington Estate green space and community garden. The spaces serve residents in
buildings with no courtyards and provide recreational and community space for food growing.
The spaces facilitate community activity on an estate where there are limited opportunities for
residents to interact.

Courtyards, private gardens and other spaces not designated as Local Green Space.

3.4.6. ENV2 enables small-scale greening and design improvements already initiated with
local residents. Soft landscaping, clean, safe and attractive courtyards and small green
spaces, seating, lighting can enormously improve amenity and quality of life and
wellbeing for all who live and work in the Neighbourhood.

Policy ENV 2: Courtyards and other green / open spaces
New building development in Somers Town must:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Protect existing courtyards, green / open space, including private gardens, from
significant damage or loss through development.
Contribute to the maintenance and enhancement of existing courtyards and green
/ open space, particularly when no additional public open space is being provided.
Where appropriate, provide for and maintain new seating and lighting and new
small green / open spaces such as pocket parks, green walls and roofs.
Use sustainable drainage systems (including grassed areas and around trees) in
all developments unless there are practical reasons for not doing so.
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Trees, planting and air quality.

3.4.7. Policy ENV3 addresses poor health and recognises that there is a need to improve air
quality and overall amenity of major street canyons, such as Eversholt Street, Euston
Road and Midland Road/Pancras Road/Crowndale Road.

3.4.8. This policy will also assist orientation, circulation and movement within the
Neighbourhood (Policy M2). Trees and green spaces contribute to the dispersal and
absorption of air pollutants. European studies have shown that planting, such as street
trees in street canyons, can reduce street level concentrations by as much as 40% for
NO2 and 60% for particulate matter.

Policy ENV 3: Trees, planting and air quality
Development should seek to improve air quality wherever possible, and should:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

vi.

vii.

Protect and maintain existing trees on major north-south and east-west routes
through the Neighbourhood, and street trees on the primary road network i.e.
Euston Road, Eversholt Street, Oakley Square, Crowndale Road, Pancras Road,
Midland Road.
Provide for and maintain, additional tree planting along the primary road network.
Plant an equivalent numbers of new trees where trees are cut down, and
supplement with additional trees and planting to maintain the tree canopy.
Provide for trees and other pollution-mitigating planting such as green walls.
Provide and maintain additional tree planting, with regard to:
● Proposed Design Brief for revitalisation of Chalton Street Market from Euston
Road to Phoenix Road.
● Complementarity with associated hard and soft landscaping designed to
differentiate N-S from E-W routes through the Neighbourhood.
● Walking routes connecting the Neighbourhood to Camley Street.
Use different types of street planting / green corridors to help orientation and
movement (N-S and E-W) within the Neighbourhood and in defining connections
to the wider world.
Consider types of greening and surfacing to help manage the effects of pollution.

3.4.9. The Plan supports protecting existing trees and promoting a variety of species. Through
Tree Preservation Orders designated by Camden Council and using funding from
private companies and other sources to provide additional trees.
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3.4.10. Developers should seek out the views of residents, business, community and other
local interests as to where and what type of new trees should be planted. Remove old
trees and plant new ones via a publicly available programme of tree maintenance.
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3.5. COMMUNITY AND CULTURAL FACILITIES AND SERVICES
3.5.1. Facilities and services, including local arts and cultural events, such as the START
Festival, are critical to the sustainability of the existing diverse multicultural community
in Somers Town. New development should protect and, wherever possible, enhance
such facilities and services, ideally by working in partnership with them.

3.5.2. Policy CCFS1 recognises the need for local facilities that support sustainable
community development. Local people want to participate in a range of social, cultural,
educational, economic and healthy activity.
Policy CCFS 1: Protect and enhance existing community and cultural facilities and
services
Development should:
i.
ii.

iii.

Protect and enhance community facilities and services where there is justified
need for the facilities.
Collaborate with local community and cultural organisations to provide where
appropriate community and cultural facilities and services that improve access
to support for residents.
Include community facilities and services as an integral part of development to
generate community spirit and sense of place.

3.5.3. Pre-application consultation with the community on key development sites should be used
to understand local views about development proposals before a planning application is
submitted. Subsequent planning applications should be accompanied by a Statement of
Community Involvement, which details how the outcomes from the consultation have been
taken into account.
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4. DELIVERY PLAN
POLICY

KEY DELIVERY
PARTNERS

DELIVERY
TIMESCALE

MONITORING ROLE
to include :

E1

LBC, Public and
private sector
developers
including SME's

Plan period

LBC, STNF,
Job Hub

E2

LBC, British Library

Medium / Long term

LBC, STNF

E3

LBC, Developers,
Local business, and
market traders

Plan period

LBC, STNF

HS2
E4

LBC , Public and
private developers
including HS2 .

Plan period

LBC, STNF,
HS2 Euston Area
Community
Partnership

E5

LBC

Medium term

LBC, STNF

MU1

LBC, Local business
and community
based organisations

Plan period

LBC, STNF

M1

HS2, TfL, LBC,
Public and private
sector developers

Plan period

LBC, STNF

M2

LBC,
Public and private
sector developers

Plan period

LBC, STNF

H1

LBC, Public,
charitable,
community – based,
and private sector
developers

Plan period

LBC, STNF

H2

LBC, HS2, Maria
Fidelis School

Immediate and
ongoing

LBC, STNF

H3

LBC, Public,
charitable,
community – based,
and private sector

Plan period

LBC, STNF
Local Tenants and
Residents
Associations
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developers,

Conservation,
Disability, and
Environmental
interests

H4

LBC, Public,
charitable,
community – based,
and private sector
developers,

Plan period

LBC, STNF

H5

Landowner /
developer of
student
accommodation

Plan period

LBC, STNF

ENV1

LBC

Immediate

LBC, STNF

ENV2

LBC, Origin HA

Plan period

LBC, OriginHA,
STNF

ENV3

TfL, LBC, Public,
charitable,
community – based,
and private sector
developers,

Plan period

LBC, STNF,
see also M2 and H3
above

CCFS1

LBC, Public,
charitable,
community – based,
and private sector
developers,

Plan period

LBC, STNF, Local
community – based
organisations
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